


Mexico.. . . . . . 

Mr. Kels in conversation with Mr. Vroom, 
the Dutch ambassador in Mexico. 

Our Mexican organization witnessed moments of pride and glory when the new 
building in the Avenida Amsterdam was inaugurated last November. 

Together with my colleagues I purposely went to Mexico City to mark this event 
and an event it certainly was. 

On November 18 the new seven-floor-building was ceremoniously inaugurated by the 
local priest in the presence of the workers of both the bookshop and the publishing 
house. Immediately afterwards an extremely lively Marimba orchestra of national 
repute brought the true Mexican temperament out in most of the employees and 
music filled the mild Mexican night air until the late hours. The next evening saw a r) 
large crowd of business friends and diplomats, gathered between the freshly 
painted walls, sipping drinks and enjoying excellent national dishes. 

Gustavo Setzer and his staff must be congratulated with the excellent organization 
and the warm atmosphere which marked both evenings. 

0. ter Haar 

Mr. ter Haar handing over an antique 
engraving o f  the city o f  Amsterdam to  
commemorate the inauguration of  the 
new office on  the Avenida Amsterdam. 

Tllc Mexican and Division Matianement in the receiving litzc, shaking hands with the 
many business friends of the puhlishin~ house and the bookshop. 

Financial people so,rnctirrlcJs cluitc crt7expecrc~dl.~~ pro~~c, to ~~~j s ses s  rc,rrrarkohlc skills. 
7711s picture, show in^ Mr. Mulder and Hector Morales in a rhythm act supporting the Marimba, 
clearly proves this. 



NW York .... 
In November the New York office 
acquired a display booth to  handle 
Elsevier North-Holland's books and 
journals at meetings and conventions. 

The display booth can be broken down 
into four separate single units or two 
double units and has ample space to  
exhibit numerous publications full 
face. Most importantly, the new booth 
has enough room to  fit up to  fifteen 
browsers at one time. This marks a 
vast improvement over the old method 
of display which was simply t o  stack 
books on a table side by side; in that 
limited space there was rarely enough 
room for more than five people to  fit 
(and then what collisions !). 

&ss the top of the booth is the 
. ctrically-!it bannerhead which 

illustrates various companies' 
colophons; the colophons can be inter- 
changed according to  the specific 
division of books being represented at 
a meeting. 

The new display units were inaugurated 
simultaneously at two meetings: The 
Geological Society of America in 
Seattle, Was.lington and the Society for 
Neuroscience in Anaheim, California. 

and the easy atmosphere the booth 
allowed for browsing. The acquisition 
of the display unit proved to be a 
worthwhile investment in terms of 
sales at  both meetings, and in terms of 
enhancing our visual image alongside 
other major scientific publishers. 

Cambridge 
In view of Elsevier's predilection for 
beautiful buildings, the site "above an 
old dry-cleaners and next to a chinese 
restaurant"sounds a little strange. 
However, the builders have done a 
marvellous job, and the latest office 
in Elsevier's foreign network is indeed 
a small, recently-renovated set of rooms 
in the centre of Cambridge, England. 

The office was opened last October to  
serve as a centre for the new magazines 
Trends in Biochemical Sciences (TIBS) 
and Trends in Neurosciences (TINS) 
being developed by ElsevierINorth- 
Holland Biomedical Press. In order to  
gain the maximum impact from the 
opening, an exhibition of the Bio- 
medical Press books and journals 
was held in Heffers Bookshop's 
exhibition space and, by all events, 
the opening has to be judged a 
success. If nothing else, it showed 
local librarians the company's ever- 
growing and very impressive array of 
authors and editors and also explained 
some of the intricacies of the set-up 
behind a magazine such as TIBS. 

The office is currently manned by 
Dr. Barend ter Haar - Staff Editor for 
the emerging Trends in Neurosciences - 

A full front view of t l ~ c  hooth at the Society for Neuroscience 

Many of the exhibitors stopped by t o  Herman Rank (on the riqhr) tends the 

compliment the Elsevier North-Holland booth at  the GeoloRical Society meeting 
in Seattle. 

staff on the attractiveness of the design 

meeting in Anaheim 

and ~ i s s ~ a i i  Lawton, who acts as his 
secretary-cum-administrative assistant. 
These two are expected to be joined 
by a sub-editor who will take over the 
responsibility of handling the copy 
through t o  production and the first 
issue of TINS is due to be published 
in June this year. 

The success of the Cambridge office 
depends in a way on the success of 
the magazines which are, for the BMP 
anyway, an entirely new venture. 
TIBS has grown amazingly and has 
well over 4,000 subscribers, although 
it has only been running for two years, 
and the company now looks forward 
to  expanding the group of magazines 
to  cover all of the Biomedical sciences. 
Thus the office space presently hired 
in Regent Street looks like being used 
to the full. 



EXCERPTA MEDICA Pioneers Live 
Closed-Circuit Medical Television 
Programme in the U.S.A. 

On 4th October 1977, medical informa- 
tional history was made when 
Excerpta Medica's office in Princeton, 
New Jersey, implemented the first 
nationwide closed-circuit medical 
TV programme to  be broadcast 
simultaneously to  over 200 medical 
institutions in the U.S.A.. Although 
previous programmes have been 
'simulcast' to large auditoria or hotels 
in major U.S. cities, no other pro- 
gramme had ever been broadcast live 
to  the hundreds of hospitals in which 
tens of thousands of physicians 
practise. 
The programme was a two-%our dis- 

cussion session, including spontaneous 
unrehearsed questions from doctors 
attending one of four so-called 
'talk-back' sites, summarizing the 
highlights of a one-and-a-half day 
symposium on cardiology held by 
Excerpta Medica on 3rd and 4th 
October. In addition, official credit 
for physicians participating in this con- 
tinuing medical educational event was 
granted by the American Medical 
Association and the American Academy 
of Family Physicians. 

While it was not possible to determine 
the precise number of physicians 
attending the programme at all of the 
individual viewing sites, it is clear that 
thousands of general practitioners, 
family physicians, osteopaths, inter- 

m r e e  of ' the closed-circuit TV panel members, all of' whom are widely recognized 
international authorities in cardiology. 

nists and cardiologists participated. 
Physician response to  the programme 
was uniformly enthusiastic, and many 
hospitals have already requested that 
they be able t o  participate in new 
programmes, as these develop. 

Other Excerpta Medica materials t o  
be developed from this symposium will 
include an edited proceedings publica- 
tion, a video-tapelfilm presentation, 
and audiotape cassette highlights, all t o  
be accompanied by self-assessment 
test questions for additional medical 
education credit for participating 
physicians from official U.S. accrediting 
organizations. It is anticipated that as 
many as 50,000 U.S. medical specialists 
will ultimately be exposed to  one or 
more of the programme components. 
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Lausanne.. 
The end of 1977 saw the passing of a 
memorable year for Elsevier Seqoia in 
Lausanne. Not only was it our tenth 
anniversary year, it will equally go 
down in our own history as the year in 
which we ventured outside the realms 
of formal scientific journal publishing 
and took our first steps in the field 
of microfilm marketing, as well as the 
one in which we installed our first 
computer with its endowed personality 
of a Prima Donna. 

These latter two topics will be the sub- 
ject of full-scale articles at a later date, 
giving not only a complete insight 
into the technicalities involved but 
also a glimpse of the pitfalls and 
teething problems encountered with 

&ese projects. 
,b 
Nevertheless, though we intend to  
report regularly on our new projects 
and work-a-day activities, we hope not 
to  overlook the less serious aspects of 
our life in Switzerland. For this reason 
we hope t o  include articles on how we 
spend our leisure hours - skiing, sailing, 
rock-climbing, hang-gliding, to  
mention but a few, and for those with 
less energetic interests, we intend t o  
delve occasionally into the history and 
traditions of the country in which we 
live. 

Though it was our intention t o  make 
our first regular feature one of an in- 
formative nature on one of our forth- 
coming projects, due to  a conflict of 
deadlines our material is not sufficient- 

(11I advanced for publication. - 
In view of this we have decided to 
replace it by a more mundane topic, 
one which will we hope appeal t o  
many of you. 

Few of those who have visited 
Switzerland have returned to their 
homeland without sampling the Swiss 
cuisine, and surely the most well- 
known dish is the SWISS CHEESE 
FONDUE. It is to this gastronomic 
delight that we devote our present 
contribution. 

Taken from the French verb 'fondre' 
(to melt), this dish originated many 
centuries ago among the humble 
Swiss peasants, back in the days when 
it was the custom for the family meal 
to  be cooked in one dish and placed in 
the centre of a scrubbed wooden table. 

Each member of the family would 
scoop up the mixture with a spoon, 
piece of bread or piece of cooked 
potato from the communal dish. 
Only at a much later date did the 
luxury of individual plates come into 
being. In the early days, cheese and 
bread were the staple diet of these 
peasants. Both the cheese and bread 
were made in summer and autumn and 
had to  be stored to  last through the 
winter, by which time they had become 
extremely hard. The fondue was 
therefore a product of necessity. Now 
it has been elevated from a poor 
Swiss peasant dish to  a Cordon Rleu 
speciality, the adventurous cooks 
among you may like to  try their hand, 
and for them we give the following 
recipe. 

tablespoo 
utmeg, pe 

;e Fondue 

(13 ozs.) 1 
[ l  3 ozs.) 4 
iced 

400 grams I 
400 grams ( 

grated or di 
1 % tablespcrvlla ut bc 

1 clove of g 
2 cups of d 
1 tablespoon or lemc 
3 
N 

~ i n e  
In juice 

Dredge the cheese lightly with the 
cornflour. Rub the caquelon - a 
traditional round ~netal or earthenware 
pot, although a heavy earthenware or 
cast-iron saucepan will do, provided it 
will hold the heat and is round in 
shape - with garlic; pour in the wine; set 
over moderate heat. When air bubbles 
rise to  the surface, add the lemon juice. 
Then add the cheese by handfuls, 
stirring constantly with a wooden 
spoon or fork until the cheese starts 
melting. Add the Kirsch and seasoning, 
stirring well until blended. Serve and 
keep hot over a burner - in Switzer- 
land this is a metal tripod over an 
alcohol flame, but a candle warmer or 
electric hot plate serves equally well. 

Cut a loaf of crusty bread (French 
bread is ideal) in small cubes. Provide 

- each person with a long-handled fork 
t o  spear the bread cubes and swirl the 
fondue. 

With the addition of herbs, tomatoes 
or morels (an edible fungus, which 
could be replaced by fresh mushrooms), 
this recipe can have many variations. 

Warning: 
Serve only white wine or tea with the 
meal, as the effects of red wine with 
fondue can be disastrous! 

BON APPETIT ! 



Comings and Goings 
J.C. (Chris) Baltzer has bidden the ASP farewell. At an informal reception on 
14th December 1977, Mr. Baltzer had a last opportunity to ponder on past events 
with his colleagues from ASP and North-Holland, as well as his fellow members of 
the Board of Management, before leaving to  take up his new function with 
Kluwer in The Hague. 

Mr. Baltzer received several gifts on this occasion, amongst them a tree from the 
personnel in the warehouse in Diemen, and the sculpture, familiar t o  regular 
visitors, which had embellished his office for the last couple of years. In his fare- 
well speech, Mr. Baltzer summed up his career: "For 27 years now, I have been 
involved with books; first of all at an antiquarian booksellers, thereafter in the 
scientific book trade, and finally with a scientific publisher - this must be the ideal 
way to  learn the profession." 
Mr. Baltzer joined North-Holland Publishing Company eleven years ago, and 
together with Mr. van Tongeren, helped to  build up the ASP after the merger with Mr. Baltzer Elsevier. Responsible for sales and promotion, JCB, as he was known, became a 
familar face to  many, and will surely be missed. c? 
Mr. Baltzer's successor as head of the Sales and Promotion is already quite a 
familiar figure around the Jan van Galenstraat. Mr. Charles Ellis, who in fact 
joined the ASP in April 1977, came to the ASP from Pergamon Press in Oxford, 
where he was Joint Managing Director. 

What brought Mr. Ellis, an American, to  The Netherlands, and to  ASP in particular, 
we wondered. 

"In the first place, I felt in need of a change. I had been working in England for 
six of the last seven years, and the idea of moving t o  the continent really tempted 
me, not to  mention working for a large, well-run group like ASP. Moreover, ASP 
and Pergamon publications do not differ greatly in their type and mix -bo th  con- 

r centrate on high-level scientific books and journals. So I felt this the ideal 

Mr. Ellis opportunity to  make that change. My wife is French, by the way, so she was also 
delighted at the idea of being a little nearer home!" 

Until the end of last year, you were "I worked on a number of projects. The first was a long-term editorial and 
engaged in "special projects" for promotion plan with the North-Holland alpha-gamma staff. This took about four 

6 
Managing Director 0. ter Haar. months to  complete, at the end of which time we drew up a report with 

What did this involve 2 recommendations. Thereafter, I set up a unit and a plan to  publish Newsletters 
in Oxford, which you featured in the last issue of Aspects. Newsletters are 
periodicals which differ from primary research journals in that their function is 
to  present summaries of selected information, permitting the busy professional, 
technician or businessman to keep up to date on essential developments in his field, 
in the most efficient possible manner. 
Incidentally, I am still operationally responsible for this project. 
Other continuing projects I have been involved with include an investigation into 
the possibility of publishing in Arabic, and helping the Mexican companies plan 
their future. 
These projects gave me an opportunity to join the staff and become familiar with 
ASP business, whilst waiting for a suitable function to come along. And that 
happened when Mr. Baltzer announced his departure." 

Did you already have some sales and "I've been in the publishing business for fourteen years altogether now, and during 
promotion experience? that time have seen most aspects of it. As Joint Managing Director at Pergamon, 

I was responsible for the marketing of books and journals, as well as for book 
publishing, subscription fulfilment, order processing, customer service, etc.. 
Before that, I was Marketing Director there. 



I also spent some six weeks working with Chris Baltzer before he left, and the fact 
that I had been with the company for more than six months before that was a great 
advantage. 
Of course, I shall not be taking over all of Mr. Baltzer's Board of Management 
responsibilities. I shall concentrate on my sales and promotion responsibilities, 
which include the Sales Department and contact with our customers, central 
promotion in Amsterdam as well as the coordination of general promotion 
planning between Amsterdam and New York, the central advertising department 
and the direct-mail department; I shall also advise the Division on sales and promo- 
tion matters pertaining to the non-Amsterdam companies." 

Have you already worked out any plans "It is of course a little too soon to speak of definite plans, but I do have some idea 
as far as general policy is concerned? of what I should like to achieve. I feel, for instance, that we should shift the 

emphasis of our efforts somewhat away from the book trade, on which they seem 
p!% t o  have been concentrated traditionally, towards the consumer, be it the librarian 

or the individual academic or professional. Don't misunderstand me - I don't wish 
to  take the business away from the booksellers and journal subscription agents 
by encouraging customers to order direct from the publisher - at least outside the 
United States; on the contrary, I feel that we should help the trade by con- 
centrating our efforts on the ultimate buyer, thus broadening its market. 
I should also like to see rather more concentration of effort on our journals - and 
therefore a bit less on books - than there is at the moment." 

And as far as the immediate future "Well, during the first six months or so, I shall certainly be kept very busy 
is concerned? learning and travelling - in April, for example, I'm off t o  Japan for a week, and 

from there I will go on to  Australia. I intend to  visit all the foreign offices, to get 
to  know the people and businesses. No doubt I'll be in New York at least three 
times during this period as well, in connection with the coordination of promotion 
planning between New York and Amsterdam. After these initial visits, however, 
I should like to  be able to spend more time in Amsterdam." 

?Q 
What is your impression of the ASP "My impressions haven't changed a lot since I've been here. At Pergamon, I knew 

so far? the ASP as a competitor, and even then it seemed t o  me to  contain a lot of good 
publishing instinct and know-how. An international company combining profit 
orientation with a sense of responsibility towards the scientific community. It is 
of course a very large organization, and as such has some drawbacks: some decisions 
here, for instance, are made more slowly then in smaller companies. But on the 
other hand, things tend to  be less turbulent. Decentralization was, in my opinion, 
a move in the right direction, returning responsibilities to  the smaller units of the 
individual companies; this is beneficial to the esprit de corps. " 

And the publishing world in general? "I certainly think that the world of publishing and the people in that world are 
something special, as compared to  other fields and industries. Satisfaction is gained 
not only by earning profits. Just look at any good bookseller; you will rarely find 
a bookseller who went into business because it seemed a lucrative way to  earn 
a living. As a general rule, the good bookseller is a lover of books, who sees his 
trade as a way to  earn a living, whilst pursuing his hobby. 
At the same time, of course, the final measure of our activities is sales and profits. 
Publishing used to be called a 'gentleman's profession', but fortunately enough, it 
has become much more commercially oriented during the last two decades; 
I say fortunately, as this is the only way to survive in order to  continue publishing 
important work." 



"OCEAN TRAMPING" 
Excerpta Medica Sponsored Projects 
and the Pharmaceutical Industry. 
Excerpta Medica (EM) is interna- 
tionally renowned for its comprehen- 
sive medical abstracting service, com- 
plemented by its computerized 
storage and retrieval service, and as 
the official recorder and publisher of 
the proceedings of numerous inter- 
national medical congresses . From 
these basic activities, however, a fourth 
has developed which differs sub- 
stantially from the other EM services, 
and is equally unlike any other Science 
Division activity, namely the so-called 
Sponsored Projects. Taking the medical 
and technical know-how of the Data- 
Base, Abstracting Service and Inter- 
national Congress Series of the EM 
set-up, the Sponsored Projects depart- 
ment offers the pharmaceutical industry 
the possibility to provide individuals 
in the healthcare community with 
medical information. 

Karel Polack has been marketing 
director of Sponsored Projects, 
Amsterdam, for three years now. 
"What it comes down to is this: we 
offer the industry exclusive sponsor- 
ship of publications for distribution to  
physicians worldwide, under the im- 
print of a renowned objective medical 
source - Excerpta Medica - which 
gives a sponsor recognition as a com- 
pany actively supporting the advance- 
ment of medical education. 
Excerpta Medica has been active in 
this field for some thirty years al- 
together but, until a couple of years 
ago, it was always regarded as a side- 
line. Only recently have we been 
developing this side of the business, 
and with considerable success: today, 
the Sponsored Projects offices are 
responsible for a substantial percentage 
of EM'S total annual turnover." 
Sponsored Project acquisition is the 
task of some twenty people stationed 
in Geneva, Princeton (U.S.A.) and 
Amsterdam, plus two independent 
agents working in Melbourne 
(Australia) and Tokyo. Princeton is 
responsible for the Western Hemi- 
sphere, and usually operates on an in- 
dependent basis, using its own editorial 
and production facilities. The Geneva 
office is mainly concerned with project 
acquisition, and active on the Spanish, 
French and Swiss markets, whilst 
Amsterdam is both responsible for 
project acquisition in the rest of Europe, 
as well as being the main editorial and 
production centre for the Eastern Hemi- 
sphere. 

Karel Polack and Sue Mauldin at  a recent 
symposium 

The Amsterdam acquisition team con- 
sists of Karel Polack, Sue Mauldin - 
an American - and Gaby Wedell, a 
German girl who recently joined the 
company. The ~ m s t e r d a m  centre also 
houses about a dozen people who are 
permanently involved in the editorial 
and productional aspects of sponsored 
publications. "The type of person 
working in this editorial department 
must be flexible and able to  work 
under considerable pressure," says 
Karel Polack. "There is a very definite 
sponsor presence behind each project, 
and working to  the requirements and 
deadlines of a third party often creates 
unusual problems. We must be able to  
cope with these - our relationship with 
a sponsor may depend upon it. On the 
other hand, the Excerpta Medica im- 
print represents a guarantee as to  the 
objectivity and reliability of the infor- 
mation published, and thus we also have 
a responsibility towards the medical 
profession." 

Most publications appear in English, 
although German, French, Italian and 
Spanish are also frequently used. The 
contributions to these publications, 
however, come from many different 
countries and a great number of trans- 
lations are required. These are always 
made by competent medical specialists 
around the world. The type of publica- 
tion involved also varies immensely, as 
does the number of copies produced: 
editions can vary between 1,000 and 
100,000 copies. These are distributed 
to the target groups free of charge, 
usually by the sponsor. 

A sponsor would like to distribute a 
series of abstracts on a well-defined 
subject, to  send to  all specialists in the 
field. By means of a search in the EM 
DataBase, a list of references on the 
subject is produced, and from this an 
objective selection is made together 
with the sponsor. The abstracts 
selected are transcribed and rewritten 
completely for the particular purpose 
by the editorial department, and re- 
produced in the form of a book or an 
abstract journal. 
Another possibility is the production of 
a newsletter or bulletin. Mailed to a 
selected recipient list on a regular basis, 
a good example of this is "Cardiology 
Today". It includes no other publicity 
for its sponsor than a small print line 
to  the effect that "Cardiology Today" 
is 'prepared and published by Excerpta fi 
Medica in Amsterdam, and distributed 
in English, French, German, Spanish 
and Italian by ICI Ltd., as a service to 
cardiologists all over the world.' The 
copyright is Excerpta Medica's. 
Another small print line claims that 
'views expressed in this journal do not 
necessarily reflect those of the 
editorsJ- the EM imprint guarantees a 
high-quality journal which is valued 
by the profession, and in this respect 
objectivity is essential. "We feel we 
must be allowed to  print a favourable 
review of a competitor's product, if we 
consider it of importance," affirmed 
Karel Polack. "The sponsor cannot be 
permitted to  exert pressure as far as 
this is concerned." 
Another example of a journal is 
"Clinical Therapeutics". This is an in- 6 
dependent Excerpta Medica publication, 
to  which any sponsor may submit 
articles by its own research staff. It 
offers record publishing speed: an 
article accepted for publication will 
appear within eight to ten weeks of 
receipt. Editorial independence and 
high standards are guaranteed, editorial 
policy being actively directed by a 
select qualified group of internationally 
respected physicians. "Clinical Thera- 
peutics" is distributed by Excerpta 
Medica free of charge throughout the 
world to  medical libraries and schools. 
hospitals and research institutions, etc.. 
It carries no advertising. 

Besides journals and abstract volumes, 
sponsored projects also include mono- 
graphs and congress proceedings. 
These books may also be suitable for 
inclusion in the EM International Con- 
gress Series, which is distributed for 
sale all over the world. 



Organizational check-list for a symposium 

Karel Polack: "In such cases, we find 
the system works rather well; the 
sponsor usually distributes free of 
charge copies to a very select group of 
specialists - never to hospital libraries, 
for instance. By bringing the same 

cook on to  open market, we also cater 
for the requirements of other sectors 
of the medical world." 

Another Sponsored Projects service is 
closely linked with the publication of 
congress proceedings: the EM Sym- 
posium Planning, Development and 
Management Scheme. According to 
EM's blurb, 'the most important 
aspects in medical symposium develop- 
ment are experience, freedom from 1 administrative burdens, nnd maximum 
impact of published proceedings on 
recipients '. Symposium development is 
all part of EM's service. 

Sue Mauldin is more or less permanent- 
ly involved in organizing symposia: 
"We organize meetings to varying 
degrees, depending on the sponsor's 
own capacity and requirements. It's a 
time-consuming business, but 1 find 
it very rewarding. It takes about nine 
months to get a complete conference 

organized - or at least, as organized as 
possible, for there are always unfore- 
seen problems and uncontrollable 
events forcing last minute changes. 
An official photographer who breaks 
his leg on the eve of a conference, for 
instance -just try to get a replacement 
at such short notice, possibly in a 
foreign city where one's contacts are 
limited! Recently, I went to  meet a 
speaker upon his arrival at a sym- 
posium, and to my surprise was also 
introduced to his wife . . . such 
seemingly small details usually set off 
a whole chain of alterations (extra 
hotel accommodation, changing the 
seating arrangements at all social 
events, etc.). Besides these usual last- 
minute details to  attend to, there are 
often such things as busdrivers that 
don't show up, strikes, etc. to  
contend with; things that can upset 
arrangements no matter how well 
you have planned in advance." 

Sue does most of the work on her own, 
handling ideally one congress at a time. 
"The sponsor contacts us with his 
requirements, we provide the list of 
alternatives complete with budgets, and 
once a decision has been made, I set to 

work. EM contacts chairmen and 
participants, determines the most 
appropriate location, prepares the 
programme, invites the audience, 
makes hotel, travel and meal arrange- 
ments, and a hundred other things, 
as well as arranging for the recording 
and transcription of the proceedings, 
and editing, supervising and producing 
the symposium proceedings volume. 
We always try to get a balanced group 
of speakers: well-established names 
to  attract an audience, and less well- 
known, younger and often contro- 
versial scientists who will provoke an 
interesting debate. 

I prefer to  supply the sponsor with a 
number of options and recommenda- 
tions, leaving the final decisions up to  
him. Good contact with one's sponsor 
is really quite important to the 
success of a conference. During my 
two years at the job, I have learnt the 
value of having just one person to  
deal with at the sponsor's end. Other- 
wise, one finds oneself trying to  solve 
the sponsor's own internal problems, 
and I don't consider that to be part of 
my task!" 

How does one go about 'project ac- 
quisition'? Do sponsors just arrive in 
your lap? 

Karel Polack: "Unfortunately not. The 
pharmaceutical industry is less 
prosperous then it used to be, and is in 
less of a position to  spend on promo- 
tion as a result of government-measures: 
price limits, restrictions with regard to 
promotional expenditure, etc.. It is 
sometimes quite a job, convincing 
customers that they need us. This is 
usually done on a personal basis, by 
visiting the various pharmaceutical 
concerns. There must be some 700 of 
these in Europe, I suppose, but only 
about 150 are likely to be interested 
in our kind of service - after all, it is 
quite an expensive business ! 
On the other hand, however, govern- 
ments and the medical profession are 
exerting pressure on industry to  
promote in a useful and educational 
way, and this is having an effect. Less 
money is perhaps being spent on 
promotion as a whole, but, relatively 
speaking, more is spent on our type 
of product. This is encouraging of 
course, but not a statistic we can use 
in our long-term plans. No-one really 
can tell what the future will bring us. 
Professor Vinken used to call the EM 
Sponsored Projects the 'ocean tramp 
trade' - picking up short-term orders 
wherever they are to be found, and 
taking them t o  any spot in the world. 
1 certainly can't think of a better 
comparison." 



BIOMEDICAL PRESS HOSTS 
CAMBRIDGE RECEPTION 

The Biomedical Press held a reception 
at Heffers Bookshop in Trinity Street, 
Cambridge recently, playing host to  
some 50 authors, editors, librarians 
and representatives of Heffers' manage 
ment and staff. 

The reception took place during a 
display week of BMP books and 
journals in Heffers' exhibition area, 
organised jointly by Judith Taylor 
(BMP) and Ruud Broens (ASP Trade 
Department) with Heffers' Bookshop 
Manager Clive Cornell, and Director 
Frank Colliston. 

The reception provided an excellent 
opportunity for those involved in 
mutually dependent sectors of the 
publishing and distribution process - 
the publisher, editor, author, book- 
seller, and librarian - to meet in- 
formally. It also helped celebrate the 
opening of the BMP's new offices in 
Regent Street, Cambridge, which will 
house a team of writers and editors 
working on magazines such as 
Trends in Biochemical Sciences (TIBS 
and Trends in Neurosciences (TINS). 

Befcre the festivities: John Hcff'er, Managing 
Director and Chairman o f  Hefyers (left), in 
conversation with Jack I;ranklin, Managing 
Director of  BMP. 

The party in fill swing. In the centre, 
John Trehearne, author of "Insect Neuro- 
biology" and a BMP advisor, raises his 
glass in conversation with Stephen Heffer. 

Gillian Ritchie (BMP) talks to Audrejj 
Glauert, editor of the classic series 
"Progress and Methods in Electron 
Microscopy ': 

The exhibition featured a prominent display of books written or edited by Cambridge scientists. 
Around the walls, a picture-story of the BMP magazine TRENDS IN BIOCHEMICAL, SCIENCES, 
with colour photographs taken by Han Kruyswilk (ASP). 



BMP thanks M. ter Haar 
1977 seemed t o  most people in the 
Amsterdam complex to  be a year of 
goodbyes, and the staff of Elsevier 
North-Holland Biomedical Press ended 
its year with a Christmas drink which 
doubled as an opportunity to  say an 
informal goodbye to  the last remaining 
"original Director" - Otto ter Haar. 
Mr. ter Haar handed over his duties as 
Managing Director to  Jack Franklin 
way back in July, but the staff decided 
that he deserved some thanks and so 
a small gift and speech of thanks were 
made over. 
During the short speech, Dr. Franklin 
pointed out that Otto had always been 
the real "formateur" of the BMP 
(the Dutch were still trying to  form a 

Fratzklin a t ~ d  tcr I3uur prostrate heforc a rar7zputrt IIMI' (we wur~rcvi colour ~~ritrtirrx 
for the oranxe shirts hut you know Wsevicr's rules - ?he author has to pav). 

government after 7 months of 

C olitical wrangling and ''iorrnateurs" 
Nere very much in the news - these are 
the unfortunates who have to  try and 
glue together the different factions). 
There was no doubt in anyone's mind 
that Mr. ter Haar had always been the 
man behind the scenes and it was main- 

ly due t o  him that the early tempes- 
tuous days of the company had 
passed and that the different groups of 
people, originating from other com- 
panies within ASP, had eventually 
formed a stable whole. 
As orange is not only the national 

colour of Holland, but also appears on 
BMP's lurid writing paper, specially 
printed T-shirts had been produced as 
token Christmas presents so that, 
formalities out of the way, the 
gathering swiftly degenerated into an 
"oranje feestje". 
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THE ASP 
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On 1st January 19; 
Economic Staff was reirlIorc "With better interdivisional 

communication, we at last have the 
idea that we are here to serve a 
definite purpose" 
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"We have always been considered as a 
kind of severed limb of the organiza- 
tion; we are never directly involved in 
the production process, and as such 
our affinity with ASP products is 
such that we are often criticized for 
having no understanding of 'the 
profession'. But, generally speaking, 
the only profession people are 
really interested in is their own. 
However, in an accounting service, 
it is essential that all involved are well- 
aware of the techniques of the organi- 
zation, the product and its handling. 
Our only consolation is that the same 
can probably be said of accounts 
departments in most large companies 
in all sectors of trade and industry." 
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such familiar faces as that of Mr. D. 
van den Heuvel, who, on the occasion 
of his fortieth jubilee in January 1976, 
admitted t o  having reached the age of 
60. Mr. R. Brinkman, head of the 

Financial Administration of the 
Science Division, as it is known 
officially, glances around his - the 
ASP Bookkeeping - department; 
indeed, except in one corner of the 
room, where the Authors' Fees and 
Royalties section is situated, there is 
not one ASP book or journal to  be 
seen. It was this idea that the ASP 
Financial Administration leads a 
relatively isolated existence which 
prompted us t o  have a closer look at 
what goes on with the ASP "Books" - 
after all, in Amsterdam alone, roughly 
fifty people, backed up by highly 
sophisticated, automated systems, are 
involved in keeping these books, for a 
non-productive department, that's 
quite an impressive figure. 

-- - 

James van Maanen began his New 
Year by joining Elsevier NH's New 
York office as the North-Ho 
Marketing Manager, with spr 
interest in any textbooks th: 
company may publish. 
He, his wife, daughter and two dogs 
just moved from smoggy California 
(the Los Angeles sector) where l ~ e  

iing and P 
)r Goodyi 
jiary of P 

Hall), Jlm and nis wife Rae formerly 
lived in Manhattan, and even with 
the constant Los Angeles sunshine, 
thev missed New York City to the 
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ana muslc, mere s hardly at: 
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Money - whether we like it or not, it 
confronts each and every one of us, 
although usually on an individual scale. 
More often than not, we are only aware 
of it when it is in scarce supply. But a 
company is a different matter; its well- 
being and that of its employeesare 

lland 
:cial 
~t the 

dependent to  a great extent upon the 
healthy circulation of money, and it 
stands t o  reason that this can only be 
achieved by means of an efficient h 
financial administrative apparatus. The 
ASP Financial Administration is not 
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only concerned with the inning of debts 
against deliveries of books and journals 
(Accounts Receivable), but also with 
the payment of expenses incurred by 
the ASP - from production and promo- 
tion costs to  royalty payments and 
management expenses, the only excep- 
tion being the salary administration, 
which has been centralized for the 
entire Elsevier concern. 
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Occupying almost the entire 5th floor 
of the new Jan van Galen building, 
the ASP Financial Administration can 
be split into two physical entities: the 
Accounts Receivable on the one hand, 
and the General Bookkeeping on the 
other, the latter housing both the 
Accounts Payable and the General 
Ledgers. 
A young man, Mr. Brinkman hardly 
conforms to  the Dickensian model 
which many people still associate with 
accountants; come to  that, the average 
age of the other members of the 
department must be about 35 - even 
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This centralized form of administration 
was, until recently, also applied to  the 
bookkeeping activities of the concern: 
the famous - or infamous - "Centrale 
Dienst". When Mr. Brinkman joined the 
company August 1973, he was con- 
fronted with a situation whereby an 
almost complete lack of communica- 
tion existed between the accounts 
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publishing companies on the other. 



statements and reminders Drove in- 

Ledger department ASP 

Accounts receivable department ASP. 

"Logically enough," he added, "as the 
people concerned served completely 
different masters to  all intents and 
purposes. The head of a publishing 
house is, in the first instance, a pub- 

f i she r  and cannot be expected t o  have 
the financial insight of an accountant. 
In the same way, accounts experts do 
not always function on the same wave- 
length as the publisher. Under these 
circumstances, regular communication 
is essential to  mutual understanding, 
but the old system did nothing to  

i promote this. Little did we know at 
the time, but in fact, until 1976, the 
old Economic Staff Bureau used to  
rewrite all our financial reports, trans- 
lating them into publisher's language." 

In 1976, the great decentralization 
process took place and one of the 
results of this was that each Division 
was granted its own Financial Section. 
Within the ASP, this consists of the 
Division Staff with, as immediate aids 
to director L. Mulder, R Kaptijn - 
responsible for Finance and Budgeting 
and Jan de Waal - automation; and 
Mr. Brinkman's Financial Administra- 
tion, which in turn is split up into 

the Accounts Receivable, under 
J. Dijkstra and W. Kooij, and the 
General Bookkeeping, under P. Johan. 
These two departments record the 
financial consequences of ASP trans- 
actions, analyze them and report to  
the management. 
Accounts Receivable. as its name 
suggests, is responsible for recording 
amounts due against book and journal 
invoices - some 200,000 annually. In- 
voicing data is fed into the computer 
via the book and journal sales depart- 
ments. At a later date, money will 
start to  flow in against these invoices, 
and will have t o  be checked off 
against them. Via visual display units, 
the Accounts Receivable department 
has direct access to the computer, and 
can administer the accounts via the 
keyboard. This function generates 
another: that of credit control, or the 
collection of outstanding debts. The 
computer is also programmed to  
produce both three-monthly statements 
of account for booksellers and sub- 
scription agents, giving a summary of 
unpaid invoices, and reminders in letter 
form to private customers who have 
failed t o  settle their debts. If repeated 

effective, the computer is abandoned 
in favour of the personal approach - 
in some extreme cases, legal action will 
even be required. 
In order t o  back up customer contacts, 
a commercial section has been set up 
within the Accounts Receivable, 
dealing with all correspondence from 
payment enquiries to  complaints. 

Once they have been recorded on the 
Accounts Receivable, all incoming 
amounts - in the form of about 50,000 
prepayments by cheque and another 
180,000 bank transfers in settlement 
of outstanding invoices annually - are 
transferred to the Central Financial 
Management of the Elsevier concern, 
where the income is put to work; the 
C.F.M. is responsible for investments, 
salaries and the like. 
On the other hand, the ASP also 
spends money; authors and editors, 
printers, binders, transporters, to  
mention but a few of our creditors, all 
have to  be paid, and this is the task of 
the General Bookkeeping. 
Copies of all contracts made by the 
acquisition and editorial departments, 
for instance, are kept here to  ensure 
that fees and royalties are paid out 
correctly. In the same way, yroduction, 
promotion and purchasing costs, travel 
expenses, distribution charges, etc. are 
registered. Once the invoices have been 
processed and approved, the data is 
passed on to  the Accounts Payable 
section. Despite its name, the latter 
pays nothing - not surprising really, in 
view of the fact that ASP has no money! 
The function of this section is to  
prepare a computer tape with payment 
instructions for the Central Financial 
Management of Elsevier, which releases 
the necessary funds - some 52 million 
guilders per year for the ASP alone. 
"Bad news usually travels faster than 
good, and people often complain that 
we are much quicker to  send reminders 
for payments due than we are to settle 
amounts which we owe," said Mr. 
Brinkman. "One of the disadvantages of 
having one general bookkeeping 
department for five companies is that 
invoices occasionally get lost. Despite 
our instructions, creditors tend to send 
their invoices to  the company which 
issued the original order, and if the in- 
voices are not passed on to  us directly, 
it may take quite a while before the 
debt is settled. But I assure you, this 
is not a matter of policy." 

In what is known as the Prcduction 
Block, administration and production 
finally meet. All production data, in- 
cluding production methods, sales 
prices, number of copies sold and 
profit are recorded per title, and 



presented in the form of a survey to  
management and acquisition. Many of 
these surveys are now made via the 
diskette office computer - 3 kind of 
sophisticated adding machine, which 
can prepare a data disk for insertion in 
the computer. Both income and ex- 
penditure are kept under close control, 
and details are assembled and processed 
into an easily accessible information 
package. Prognoses are also prepared 
in roughly the same way, as an aid 
to budgeting. 

All transactions mentioned until now 
are recorded per working company, 
in order to  produce individual Profit 
and Loss Accounts and Balance Sheets. 
These in turn constitute the Financial 
Reports which are published once 
every two months. These reports form 
the Consolidated Group Report, 
which gives an over-all picture of the 
state of the affairs of the Division as a 
whole. 

Mr. Brinkman has obvious pleasure in 
his work. "Perhaps I'm a little old- 
fashioned, but I certainly put my job 
first above other things. The develop- 
ments which have taken place within 
our section during the last few years 
are most encouraging; with better inter- 
divisional communication, we at last 

have the idea that we are here t o  serve 
a definite purpose. 
Previous to  joining the company, I 
had worked in various sections of 
industry, but, strange as it may seem to  
an outsider, each company has its own 
specific bookkeeping complexities. 
ASP, for instance, receives some 33 
million guilders in advance payments 
shortly after the journal subscription 
renewal invoices have been mailed, 
but long before the issues involved 
are published. This calls for special 
accounting techniques. It also results 
in heavy peak periods; 130,000 sub- 
scriptions - responsible for a good 
percentage of our total annual income - 
are invoived and paid for during the 
last four months of the year." 

And how do you feel about being so 
dependent upon a computer? 

"My feelings on the subject tend t o  
vary, as do both the computer's own 
temperament and the organization 
surrounding this "magical machine", 
as it's still thought of by many people. 
But every automated system has 
problems now and again, and in the 
beginning one expects teething troubles 
to  a certain extent. One must accept 
the disadvantages along with the great 
advantages. What struck me most was 

the effect on individuals when we went 
to  visual display units and diskettes. 
The person who is accustomed t o  filling 
out instruction sheets by hand for the 
classic computer input is often con- 
fronted with serious physical problems - 
headaches, eyestrain, etc. - when faced 
with direct keyboard operation; these 
problems do not seem to  affect a person 
who has never worked with the old 
methods. There is obviously a mental 
resistance towards this type of 
apparatus which has to  be overcome, 
and it will take some time to  eliminate 
the physical consequences of this 
resistance." 

These new machines certainly present 
a couple of obvious advantages: firstly 
the input is controlled locally, and in 
the second place one can now consult 
the complete, up-to-date computer 
file. 

In closing, Mr. Brinkman emphasized 
the most important aim of the accounts 
departments: "We have to  be able to  

a 
offer all possible services, but in a 
standardized form. In this respect, we 
will continue to  strive forwards obtain- 
ing the best possible working condi- 
tions. To achieve this, we really need 
the support and goodwill of everyone 
at ASP." 

Han Kruyswijk's One-Man-Band 

Did a number of people heave a sigh 
of relief when the manager of the 
sales administration department for 
the last six years, you know, the ex- 
prof musician, left that department in 
June, 1977'! Or was it Han Kruyswijk, 
the manager in question, who heaved 
the sigh, at the idea that he could 
finally get to  grips with his new task 
within the concern, a task in which 
he believed so strongly? 

He left the sales administration with- 
out great ado, went to sit in a nook 
on the 9th floor, next to  the bar - and 
since then has been walking around 
flashing expensive cameras, lenses, 
tape and video recorders, and tele- 
visions. Providing, according to  some, 
'ridiculous background noises', and 
taking sadistic pleasure in catching 
unsuspecting subjects mid-face with his 
flash bulbs. 
He calls himself - at least, that's what 
it says on his business card - Manager/ 

Producer, Audio Visual Unit. But 
what does he really do? Does he 
actually do anything ? 
In fact, he works very hard. In an un- 
familiar field as far as Elsevier is con- 
cerned: Audio Visuals. It's really more 
like his old trade, music - at least, more 
like it than the sales administration ever 
was ! 

Although the Elsevier management 
was well aware of the developments 
taking place in the Audio Visual field, 
it had seen no immediate commer- 
cial prospects in it which could be of 
interest for Elsevier's publishing 
business. 
Moreover, setting up an Audio-Visual 
department had proved to  be an ex- 
pensive and risky business for other 
publishers. 
Suddenly, in the summer of '76, a 
possibility evolved. The Training and 
Instruction section of the Social 
Strategy department came with plans 
to  develop a Company Orientation 
scheme, enabling employees to  get a 

better picture of the organization and 
of the ASP in particular. ASP manage- 
ment became even more enthusiastic 
when Han Kruyswijk presented the 
first audio visual programme - a slide/ 
sound series - on the Sales Administra- 
tion, Warehousing and Despatch 
departments. As a result, more produc- 
tions followed. These 8 or 9 pro- 
grammes, covering the different aspects 
of the ASP, are still being used with 
success. 



But Han Kruyswijk'~ situation was 
getting vaguer all the time; head of the 
Sales Administration on the one hand, 
but getting more and more involved in 
audio visuals on the other, by Spring 
1977, he realized he couldn't go on 
like that much longer. Moreover, he 
had been arguing for the past two-and- 
a-half years that the time was ripe to 
set up an Audio Visual Unit. But the 

n l s e v i e r  Concern management still 
thought it too risky. 
Otto ter Haar, ASP Division director, 
was gradually coming to  another con- 
clusion, and with him many others. 

1 ' ASP can manage the risk, financially 
speaking, and is that risk really as big 

/ as we think?" they asked themselves. 
C Han would have to prove once and 

for all that what he had been saying 
was true. The ASP decided to set up 
an Audio Visual department, but on a 
contract basis. The ASP and Han 
Kruyswijk came to  a two year agree- 
ment, whereby only if the venture l proved to be successful would the 
agreement be extended for an un- 
limited period. And that's how it all 
began, 1st June 1977. 

What was the objective? Han Kruyswijk: 
" r o  make audio visual programmes, 
commissioned by parties within the 
entire Elsevier concern, and sub- 
sequently develop, after two years, 

towards an independent position with- 
in that concern: the Elsevier Audio 
Visual Unit. The practical aims of the 
Audio Visual Unit are the following: 
(a) to  make a/v programmes for training 
and instruction of personnel; (b) to  
support internal and external public 
relations efforts via a/v programmes, for 
the entire concern or per division - this 
far, a service department; and (c) to 
develop or launch commercially viable 
products, which will contribute towards 
the turnover and vrofit of the concern. 
To date, stage (a) has proved successful, 
whilst stage (b) will commence this year. 
Stage (c) is being studied at the moment, 
and hopefully an attempt will be made 
to get it started before 1978 is out. And 
not only within the ASP." 

What exactly are Audio Visual 
productions? 
"Most healthy people have the use of 
both eyes and ears, which are sub- 
jected to  immeasurable quantities of 
information. The problem is, is that 
information being assimilated, or is the 
greater part forgotten? It has been 
proved scientifically that only 20% of 
this information is really absorbed. 
Moreover, it is questionable whether 
the communication medium chosen 
is always well-suited for the purpose. 
What we hear is often more quickly 
forgotten than what we see, whilst 

what we see and hear at the same 
time is memorized best of all. The 
latter method is thus most efficient. 
Imagine we were t o  receive TV broad- 
casts in printed form instead of on the 
screen. The information resulting from 
one evening's broadcasting would 
furnish piles of printed matter; who 
could read that quickly? And who 
could absorb all that information? 
No. as far as information transfer is 
concerned, the TV is much more 
efficient (I can better not go into the 
side-effects of TV-viewing here)." 
"One can safely conclude that no 
other medium can transfer so much in- 
formation in so short a time as modern 
audio visual methods. A/V programmes 
include for instance: slide/sound series, 
films and video tapes, but also grammo- 
phone records, recording tapes, 
posters, reference cards, and so on." 
"Anyone can put a slide/sound series 
together -just think of those holiday 
slide shows: background music, feet up, 
a glass in your hand, and push the button. 
Professionally speaking, however, with 
all respect for the amateur, this isn't all 
there is to  it. An a/v production must 
be brief but punchy, attractive, tech- 
nically polished, economic and 
effective." 
A difficult task, requiring precision, 
creativity, technical skills and an under- 
standing of psychology, among other 
things. Han Kruyswijk relies upon 
previous experience, which he 
supplements by taking additional 
courses. 
"The party which has requested the 
programme usually gives a brief des- 
cription of its aims, public and message - 
'Take it and make something of it. Some- 
thing attractive, which will be 
remembered - this is the so-called 
'briefing'. The a/v producer keeps in 
close touch with his customer, from a 
programme proposal to  the end product, 
but works it all out himself. It makes 
it difficult - it also makes it interesting 
work." 
"Of course, not every subject is 
suitable for an audio-x~isual approach. 
Often enough, printed or verbal 
methods are the obvious choice in 
order to achieve a specific objective. 
We do not intend to  support the 
theory that books and journals have 
had their heyday; our ultimate ob- 
jective is to  keep up with interna- 
tional developments via audio visual 
publications, ~arallel  to book and 
journal publishing, and contribute in 
this way towards the concern's turn- 
over and profit." 

Why not pay our Audio Visual 
ManagerlProducer a visit? He'd be 
pleased to  let you see some of his 
work. 



Solution to  ASPects Puzzle No. 3 
(January, 1978): 

The correct answer was of course 
SCIENTIFIC TECHNICAL & 
MEDICAL PUBLISHER. 
The prizewinner, Miss K.S. Go, will 
receive a year's subscription to  the 
Elsevier journal of her choice. 

Ever had the feeling that Manage- 
ment thinks of you as just another 
number ? 
Here's your chance to get your own 
back. 
This series of portraits, depicting the 
managers of various ASP com- 
panies, represents in fact a simple 
multiplication sum: the multiplication 

line a 

line b 

line c 

of two numbers of three digits each 
(lines a and b) results in an addition 
(lines c, d and e )  which in turn 
produces a six digit number (line f). 
Each director represents a figure 
between 0 and 9 inclusive. 

NB: To avoid confusion, line c is the 
multiplication of line a by the 
final digit in line b, and so on. 

Solutions, giving the multiplication in 
figures and the subsequent 'value' of 
each manager, should be forwarded to  
Josephine Monker (Amsterdam office) 
by June 1 5th, in order to qualify for the 
prizes. Three lucky winners will receive 
an Esscher jigsaw; their names will be 
announced in our July issue. 

Kels 

Isa 

a 
Rayner Arh~rzs Serzer 

U 
Setzer - -  - n m  Rayner Frankirn 9 

-. '* 

line d 

line e 

line f 

ran klin 

Name: . . . . . . . . . .  Solution: 2 =  . . . . . . . .  6 =  . . . . . . . .  
3 =  . . . . . . . .  7 =  . . . . . . . .  

Dept. : . . . . . . . . . .  
O = . .  . . . . . .  4 =  . . . . . . . .  8 =  . . . . . . . .  

Company: . . . . . . . . .  1 = . . . . . . . .  5 = . . . . . . . .  9 =  . . . . . . .  
16 


